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DESCRIPTION

Knocking Determination Device for Internal Combustion Engine

Technical Field

The present invention relates to a knocking determination device and, more specifically, to a knocking determination device for an internal combustion engine that determines whether knocking occurred or not, based on a waveform of vibrations of the internal combustion engine.

Background Art

Conventionally, a technique for detecting knocking of an internal combustion engine is known. Japanese Patent Laying-Open No. 2001-227400 discloses a knock control device for an internal combustion engine that can accurately determine whether the engine knocks. The knock control device for an internal combustion engine disclosed in Japanese Patent Laying-Open No. 2001-227400 includes a signal detector detecting a signal representing a waveform of vibrations occurring in the internal combustion engine (or a vibration waveform signal), an occurrence period detector detecting a period as an occurrence period during which the vibration waveform signal detected by the signal detector assumes a predetermined value or higher, a peak position detector detecting a peak position in the occurrence period detected by the occurrence period detector, a knock determiner determining whether the internal combustion engine knocks based on the relation between the occurrence period and the peak position, and a knock controller controlling an operation state of the internal combustion engine in accordance with a determination result of the knock determiner. The knock determiner determines knock (knocking) occurs when the peak position relative to the occurrence period is in a predetermined range. The signal detector detects a prescribed frequency component particular to a knock signal as the vibration waveform signal.
According to the knock control device for an internal combustion engine disclosed in the publication, a signal representing a waveform of vibrations occurring in the internal combustion engine is detected by a signal detector. An occurrence period during which the vibration waveform signal assumes a predetermined value or higher and a peak position therein are detected by an occurrence period detector and a peak position detector, respectively. Thus, the knock determiner can determine whether the engine knocks by detecting the position of the peak in the occurrence period of the vibration waveform signal. According to the knock determination result, the operation state of the internal combustion engine is controlled. When the peak position relative to the occurrence period is in a predetermined range, that is, when a waveform has such a shape that the peak position appears earlier relative to a predetermined length of the occurrence period of the vibration waveform signal, the knock determiner recognizes it as being particular to knocking. Thus, even in a transition state where an operation state of the internal combustion engine abruptly changes or when electric loads are turned on/off, whether or not the internal combustion engine knocks is accurately determined, and the operation state of the internal combustion engine can be controlled appropriately.

While a frequency component particular to knocking is detected as the vibration waveform signal with the knock control device for an internal combustion engine disclosed in Japanese Patent Laying-Open No. 2001-227400, the frequency component particular to knocking is not constant. Accordingly, it is necessary to detect frequency components included in predetermined frequency bands. Thus, the detected frequency components may include those which are not particular to knocking. Such a problem is not considered in the knock control device for an internal combustion engine disclosed in Japanese Patent Laying-Open No. 2001-227400. Accordingly, some frequency bands may include great noise components. In this case, there has been a problem that the magnitude or peak of vibrations cannot be detected appropriately and the accuracy of knocking determination is deteriorated.
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Disclosure of the Invention

An object of the present invention is to provide a knocking determination device that can determine whether knocking occurred or not with high accuracy.

A knocking determination device for an internal combustion engine according to the present invention includes: a vibration detecting unit detecting vibrations of an internal combustion engine; a first extracting unit extracting, from the detected vibrations, vibrations at a predetermined frequency band; a second extracting unit extracting, from the detected vibrations, vibrations at a frequency band that is broader than the predetermined frequency band; a waveform detecting unit detecting a waveform of the vibrations with predetermined crank angle intervals, based on the vibrations extracted by the second extracting unit; a storage unit storing in advance a waveform of vibrations of the internal combustion engine; and a determining unit determining whether knocking occurred in the internal combustion engine or not, based on a result of comparison between the detected waveform and the stored waveform as well as on a magnitude of the vibrations extracted by the first extracting unit.

According to the present invention, by the first extracting unit, vibrations at a predetermined frequency band are extracted from the vibrations of the internal combustion engine. By the second extracting unit, vibrations at a frequency band that is broader than the predetermined frequency band are extracted from the vibrations of the internal combustion engine. Thus, the vibrations at the narrow frequency band and the vibrations at the broad frequency band can be extracted. Meanwhile, vibrations particular to knocking occur at a specific frequency band. Accordingly, narrowing the bandwidth of the frequency band to be extracted, vibrations, specifically, the magnitude of the vibrations particular to knocking, can be extracted with high accuracy. On the other hand, narrowing the bandwidth of the frequency band, the vibrations of noise components are removed and as a result, characteristic portions (such as occurrence timing of vibrations and attenuation ratio) of noise components are removed also from
the waveform of the vibrations. In this case, even with vibrations that are actually attributed to noise components, a waveform similar to a waveform not including noise components, that is, a waveform attributed to knocking is detected. Thus, vibrations attributed to knocking and vibrations attributed to noise components are hardly discriminated based on a waveform. Accordingly, a waveform is detected from vibrations at a broad frequency band. Thus, the waveform that may include vibrations attributed to noise components can be detected. Based on a result of comparison between thus detected waveform and the stored waveform (for example, a waveform stored as a waveform attributed to knocking) as well as on a magnitude of the vibrations at the narrow frequency band, whether the internal combustion engine knocks or not is determined. Thus, whether knocking occurred or not can be determined with high accuracy, considering whether the waveform and magnitude of the vibrations are particular to knocking or not. Accordingly, the knocking determination device that can determine whether knocking occurred or not with high accuracy can be provided.

Preferably, the second extracting unit extracts vibrations at a frequency band including the predetermined frequency band.

According to the present invention, the broad frequency band includes the narrow frequency band. Thus, the waveform that can include with high accuracy the vibrations attributed to knocking can be detected. Accordingly, whether knocking occurred or not can be determined with high accuracy.

Further preferably, the predetermined frequency band is specified in a plurality of numbers.

According to the present invention, since there are a plurality of frequency bands of vibrations attributed to knocking, the vibrations at a plurality of narrow frequency bands are extracted. Thus, the vibrations attributed to knocking can be extracted with high accuracy. As a result, whether knocking occurred or not can be determined with high accuracy.

Further preferably, the plurality of predetermined frequency bands are identical
in bandwidth.

According to the present invention, since the vibrations particular to knocking fall within a range of the median value of frequency band ± X (wherein X is a natural number) kHz, irrespective of the frequency bands, vibrations are extracted at a plurality of frequency bands with a uniform bandwidth. Thus, the bandwidth of frequency band is prevented from becoming unnecessarily broad, whereby detection of many noises can be suppressed. Accordingly, the vibrations particular to knocking can be detected with high accuracy. As a result, whether knocking occurred or not can be determined with high accuracy.

Further preferably, the knocking determination device for an internal combustion engine further includes: a first detecting unit detecting a first timing at which the magnitude of the vibrations extracted by the first extracting unit becomes maximum; and a second detecting unit detecting a second timing at which a magnitude of the vibrations extracted by the second extracting unit becomes maximum, based on the first timing.

The determining unit determines whether knocking occurred in the internal combustion engine or not, based on a result of comparison between the detected waveform and the stored waveform, in a state where the second timing and a timing at which a magnitude of the vibrations becomes maximum in the stored waveform are matched.

According to the present invention, since the first timing at which the magnitude of the vibrations of the narrow frequency band becomes maximum and the second timing at which the magnitude of the vibrations of the broad frequency band becomes maximum do not always match, the second timing is detected based on the first timing. In a state where the second timing and the timing at which the magnitude of the vibrations becomes maximum in the stored waveform are matched, the detected waveform and the stored waveform are compared with each other. Based on the result, whether knocking occurred or not is determined. Thus, using the timing at which the knocking possibly occurred as the starting point, the detected waveform and the stored waveform can be compared with each other. Accordingly, whether knocking occurred
or not can be determined with high accuracy, considering the behavior of the vibrations in a case where knocking occurred.

Further preferably, the second detecting unit detects the second timing, in a range that is set based on the first timing.

According to the present invention, in the range that is set based on the first timing, the second timing is detected. Thus, the second timing at which the magnitude of vibrations at the broad frequency band becomes maximum can be detected with high accuracy.

**Brief Description of the Drawings**

Fig. 1 is a schematic configuration diagram showing an engine controlled by a knocking determination device according to an embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 2 is a diagram representing frequencies of vibrations occurring in the engine.

Fig. 3 is a diagram representing frequencies of vibrations occurring in a cylinder block when knocking occurs.

Fig. 4 is a control block diagram showing an engine ECU.

Fig. 5 is a diagram representing a knock waveform model stored in a memory of the engine ECU.

Fig. 6 is a flowchart illustrating a control structure of a program executed by the engine ECU.

Fig. 7 is a diagram representing a synthesized waveform of first to third frequency bands A-C and a vibration waveform of fourth frequency band D.

Fig. 8 is a diagram representing timings for comparing the normalized vibration waveform with the knock waveform model.

**Best Modes for Carrying Out the Invention**

Embodiments of the present invention will be described in the following with reference to the figures. In the following description, the same components are denoted by the same reference characters. The names and functions are also the same.

Therefore, detailed description thereof will not be repeated.
With reference to Fig. 1, an engine 100 of a vehicle incorporating a knocking
determination device according to an embodiment of the present invention will be
described. The knocking determination device of the present embodiment is
implemented by a program executed, for example, by an engine ECU (Electronic
Control Unit) 200.

Engine 100 is an internal combustion engine, in which a mixture of air taken
through an air cleaner 102 and a fuel injected by an injector 104 is ignited by a spark
plug 106 and burned in a combustion chamber.

The burning of air-fuel mixture causes combustion pressure that presses a piston
108 down, whereby a crank shaft 110 rotates. The combusted air-fuel mixture (or
exhaust gas) is purified by a three-way catalyst 112 and thereafter discharged outside the
vehicle. The amount of air taken into engine 100 is adjusted by a throttle valve 114.

Engine 100 is controlled by engine ECU 200 having connected thereto a knock
sensor 300, a water temperature sensor 302, a crank position sensor 306 arranged
opposite a timing rotor 304, a throttle opening sensor 308, a vehicle speed sensor 310,
and an ignition switch 312.

Knock sensor 300 is provided at a cylinder block of engine 100. Knock sensor
300 is implemented by a piezoelectric element. As engine 100 vibrates, knock sensor
300 generates a voltage having a magnitude corresponding to that of the vibrations.

Knock sensor 300 transmits a signal representing the voltage to engine ECU 200.
Water temperature sensor 302 detects temperature of cooling water in engine 100 at a
water jacket and transmits a signal representing the detection result to engine ECU 200.

Timing rotor 304 is provided at a crank shaft 110 and rotates as crank shaft 110
does. Timing rotor 304 is provided at its circumference with a plurality of protrusions
at predetermined intervals. Crank position sensor 306 is arranged opposite the
protrusions of timing rotor 304. When timing rotor 304 rotates, an air gap between the
protrusions of timing rotor 304 and crank position sensor 306 varies, so that magnetic
flux passing through a coil portion of crank position sensor 306 increases/decreases,
thus generating electromotive force. Crank position sensor 306 transmits a signal representing the electromotive force to engine ECU 200. From the signal transmitted from crank position sensor 306, engine ECU 200 detects a crank angle.

Throttle opening sensor 308 detects a throttle open position and transmits a signal representing a detection result to engine ECU 200. Vehicle speed sensor 310 detects number of rotation of a wheel (not shown) and transmits a signal representing a detection result to engine ECU 200. From the number of rotation of the wheel, engine ECU 200 calculates the vehicle speed. Ignition switch 312 is turned on by a driver, for starting engine 100.

Engine ECU 200 uses the signals transmitted from each sensor and ignition switch 312 as well as a map and program stored in a memory 202 to perform an operation to control equipment so that engine 100 attains a desired driving condition.

In the present embodiment, using a signal transmitted from knock sensor 300 and a crank angle, engine ECU 200 detects a waveform of vibrations of engine 100 at a predetermined knock detection gate (a section from a predetermined first crank angle to a predetermined second crank angle) (hereinafter such a waveform of vibrations will also be referred to as a "vibration waveform") and from the detected vibration waveform determines whether engine 100 knocks. The knock detection gate of the present embodiment is from the top dead center (0°) to 90° in a combustion stroke. It is noted that the knock detection gate is not limited thereto.

When the engine knocks, vibrations occur in engine 100 at frequencies around the frequencies represented by solid lines in Fig. 2. The frequencies of the vibrations attributed to knocking are not constant, and have a prescribed bandwidth. Accordingly, in the present embodiment, as shown in Fig. 2, vibrations included in a first frequency band A, a second frequency band B and a third frequency band C are detected. In Fig. 2, CA represents a crank angle. The number of frequency bands of vibrations attributed to knocking is not limited to three.

Here, if the bandwidth of each frequency band is excessively broad, noises other
than vibrations attributed to knocking (for example, vibrations of an in-cylinder injector or those attributed to seating of an intake/exhaust valve) may highly possibly be included.

However, as shown in Fig. 3, vibrations appearing in each frequency band when the engine knocks fall within a range of the median value of each frequency band ± X (wherein X is a natural number) kHz. Accordingly, in the present embodiment, first frequency band A, second frequency band B and third frequency band C are set to have a bandwidth of a fixed value so that the bandwidth is the same irrespective of the frequency bands, and then vibrations are detected. The bandwidth is set to be within 2 X kHz. As will be described later, the vibrations at first frequency band A, second frequency band B and third frequency band C are used to calculate a peak value in magnitude of vibrations.

In place of setting the bandwidth to be a fixed value, the bandwidth of each frequency band may be set to be different among the frequency bands, so long as the bandwidth does not become excessively great. For example, one of the frequency bands may be set to have a bandwidth of 2 X kHz, while another frequency band among the rest of the frequency bands may be set to have a bandwidth smaller than 2 X kHz.

Narrowing the bandwidth for the vibration detection as described above, while the noise components included in the magnitude of the vibrations being detected can be suppressed, characteristic portions (such as occurrence timing of vibrations and attenuation ratio) of noise components are removed also from the vibration waveform. In this case, even with vibrations that are actually attributed to noise components, a vibration waveform not including noise components, that is, a vibration waveform similar to a vibration waveform attributed to knocking is detected. Thus, vibrations attributed to knocking and vibrations attributed to noise components are hardly discriminated based on a vibration waveform.

Thus, in the present embodiment, when noises occur, in order to determine whether knocking occurred or not taking the noises into consideration, vibrations in a
fourth frequency band D that is broad and that includes first to third frequency bands A-C are detected, so as to include the noises. As will be described later, the vibrations of fourth frequency band D are used to detect a vibration waveform of engine 100.

Referring to Fig. 4, engine ECU 200 will further be described. Engine ECU 200 includes an A/D (analog/digital) converter 400, a bandpass filter (1) 410, a bandpass filter (2) 420, a bandpass filter (3) 430, a band pass filter (4) 440, and an integrating unit 450.

A/D converter 400 converts an analog signal transmitted from knock sensor 300 into a digital signal. Bandpass filter (1) 410 allows only a signal at first frequency band A to pass among the signals transmitted from knock sensor 300. That is, from the vibrations detected by knock sensor 300, only the vibrations at first frequency band A are extracted by bandpass filter (1) 410.

Bandpass filter (2) 420 allows only a signal of second frequency band B to pass among the signals transmitted from knock sensor 300. That is, from the vibrations detected by knock sensor 300, only the vibrations at second frequency band B are extracted by bandpass filter (2) 420.

Bandpass filter (3) 430 allows only a signal of third frequency band C to pass among the signals transmitted from knock sensor 300. That is, from the vibrations detected by knock sensor 300, only the vibrations at third frequency band C are extracted by bandpass filter (3) 430.

Bandpass filter (4) 440 allows only a signal of fourth frequency band D to pass among the signals transmitted from knock sensor 300. That is, from the vibrations detected by knock sensor 300, only the vibrations of fourth frequency band D are extracted by bandpass filter (4) 440.

Integrating unit 450 integrates the signals, that is, the magnitude of vibrations, selected by bandpass filter (1) 410-bandpass filter (4) 440 for a crank angle of every five degrees. In the following, the value obtained by such an integration is also referred to as an integrated value. The integrated values are calculated for each frequency band.
Of the calculated integrated values, the integrated values of first to third frequency bands A-C are added in correspondence with the crank angles. That is, a vibration waveform of the first to third frequency bands A to C is synthesized. Additionally, the integrated values of fourth frequency band D are used as a vibration waveform of engine 100.

The vibration waveform detected by the integrated values of fourth frequency band D is compared with a knock waveform model shown in Fig. 5, and whether knocking occurred or not is determined. The knock waveform model is a model vibration waveform when engine 100 knocks. The knock waveform model is stored in memory 202 of engine ECU 200.

In the knock waveform model, magnitude of vibrations is represented by a dimensionless number of 0 to 1 and does not uniquely correspond to a crank angle. More specifically, for the knock waveform model of the present embodiment, while it is determined that the vibrations decrease in magnitude as the crank angle increases after the peak value in magnitude of vibrations, the crank angle at which the vibration magnitude assumes the peak value is not determined.

The knock waveform model of the present embodiment corresponds to the vibrations after the peak value in the magnitude of the vibrations occurred by knocking. A knock waveform model that corresponds to vibrations after the rise of the vibrations attributed to knocking may be stored.

The knock waveform model is obtained as follows: an experiment or the like is conducted to force knocking of engine 100, and the vibration waveform of engine 100 is detected, based on which the knock waveform model is created and stored in advance. It should be noted, however, that the models might be created by a different method.

Referring to Fig. 6, the control structure of the program executed by engine ECU 200 in the knocking determination device in accordance with the present embodiment will be described.

At step (hereinafter simply referred to as "S") 100, engine ECU 200 detects the
vibration magnitude of engine 100 based on a signal transmitted from knock sensor 300. The vibration magnitude is represented by a value of voltage output from knock sensor 300. Note that the vibration magnitude may be represented by a value corresponding to the value of the voltage output from knock sensor 300. The vibration magnitude is detected in a combustion stroke for an angle from a top dead center to (a crank angle of) 90°.

At S102, engine ECU 200 calculates for a crank angle of every five degrees an integration (an "integrated value") of values of voltage output from knock sensor 300 (i.e., representing magnitude of vibrations). The integrated values are calculated for vibrations of each of the first to fourth frequency bands A to D. Here, integrated values of first to third frequency bands A-C are added in correspondence with crank angles (i.e., a waveform is synthesized). Further, the integrated values of fourth frequency band D are calculated, whereby the vibration waveform of engine 100 is detected.

At S104, engine ECU 200 calculates the largest of the integrated values (the peak value) in the synthesized waveform of first to third frequency bands A-C. At S106, engine ECU 200 detects a position (crank angle) of the peak value, i.e., a timing at which the integrated value becomes maximum, in the synthesized waveform of first to third frequency bands A-C. In the following, a position of the peak value in the synthesized waveform of first to third frequency bands A-C is referred to as "peak position (1)".

At S108, engine ECU 200 detects a position of the peak value, i.e., a timing at which the integrated value becomes maximum, in fourth frequency band D, within a range (crank angle) from the position (crank angle) of the peak value. In the following, a position of the peak value in fourth frequency band D is referred to as "peak position (2)".

In the present embodiment, peak position (2) is detected from a range preceding peak position (1). For example, peak position (2) is detected from three positions of
integrated values preceding peak position (1). The position of the integrated values of fourth frequency band D that is the largest in the range preceding peak position (1) is detected as peak position (2). It is noted that the range from which peak position (2) is detected is not limited thereto, and may be the range following peak position (1).

At S110, engine ECU 200 normalizes the integrated values of fourth frequency band D (the vibration waveform of engine 100). Here, the normalization means division of each integrated value by peak value calculated at S104 to represent the vibration magnitude by a dimensionless number of 0 to 1. It should be noted, however, that the normalization might be done by a different method. For example, each integrated value may be divided by an integrated value at peak position (2).

At S112, engine ECU 200 calculates a coefficient of correlation K, which is a value related to a deviation between the normalized vibration waveform and the knock waveform model. In a state where peak position (2) and a position (timing) at which the magnitude of the vibrations becomes maximum in a knock waveform model are matched, a deviation in absolute value (or an amount of offset) between the normalized vibration waveform and the knock waveform model is calculated for each crank angle (of five degrees), whereby the coefficient of correlation K is obtained.

When we represent the absolute value of deviation between the normalized vibration waveform and the knock waveform model for each crank angle by ΔS (I) (wherein I is a natural number) and the vibration magnitude of knock waveform model integrated by the crank angle (i.e., the area of knock waveform model) by S, then the coefficient of correlation K is calculated by an equation \( K = \frac{(S - \Sigma \Delta S (I))/S}{}, \) where \( \Sigma \Delta S (I) \) represents a sum of \( \Delta S (I) \). Note that the coefficient of correlation K may be calculated by a different method.

At S114, engine ECU 200 calculates a knock intensity N. When we represent the calculated peak value by P and the value representing the magnitude of vibrations of engine 100 while engine 100 is not knocking by BGL (Back Ground Level), the knock intensity N is calculated by the equation \( N = P \times K / BGL \). The BGL is stored in
memory 202. Note that knock intensity N may be calculated by a different method.

At S116, engine ECU 200 determines whether knock intensity N is larger than a predetermined reference value. If the knock intensity N is larger than the predetermined reference value (YES at S116), the control proceeds to S118. Otherwise (NO at S116), the control proceeds to S122.

At S118, engine ECU 200 determines that engine 100 knocks. At S120 engine ECU 200 introduces a spark retard. At S122 engine ECU 200 determines that engine 100 does not knock. At S124 engine ECU 200 introduces a spark advance.

An operation of engine ECU 200 of the knocking determination device according to the present embodiment based on the above-described configuration and flowchart will be described.

When a driver turns on ignition switch 312 and engine 100 starts, vibration magnitude of engine 100 is detected from a signal transmitted from knock sensor 300 (S100).

In a combustion stroke for a range from the top dead center to 90°, an integrated value for every five degrees is calculated for respective vibrations of each of first to fourth frequency bands A-D (S102). Here, the integrated values of first to third frequency bands A-C are added in correspondence with crank angles. Thus, a vibration waveform is synthesized as represented by an alternate long-and-short dashed line in Fig. 7. The integrated values of fourth frequency band D as represented by a solid line in Fig. 7 are used as a vibration waveform of engine 100.

As an integrated value for every five degrees is used to detect a vibration waveform, it becomes possible to detect a vibration waveform of which delicate variations are suppressed. This makes it easier to compare a detected vibration waveform with the knock waveform model.

Based on the calculated integrated values, peak value P of the integrated values in the synthesized waveform of first to third frequency bands A-C is calculated (S104). Here, as the bandwidth of first to third frequency bands A-C is uniformly set to a width
as much as necessary to include vibrations attributed to knocking, the bandwidth is
prevented from becoming unnecessarily broad. Thus, the noises included in the
detected vibrations can be suppressed. Accordingly, erroneous calculation of peak
value $P$ due to the noises can be suppressed.

A position of peak value $P$ (peak position (1)) is detected (S106). Here, as
shown in Fig. 7, it is assumed that peak position (1) is at the sixth position from the left
(the position of the integrated value for 25° to 30°).

Out of three positions of integrated values (the fourth, fifth and sixth positions
from the left) preceding this peak position (1), peak position (2) is detected (S108).

Specifically, in fourth frequency band D, out of the fourth, fifth and sixth positions from
the left a position of an integrated value larger than the two adjacent integrated values is
detected as peak position (2).

Here, it is assumed that, as shown in Fig. 7, the fifth integrated value from the
left is larger than the two adjacent integrated values (the fourth and sixth integrated
values), and therefore the position of the fifth integrated value from the left is detected
as peak position (2).

The integrated values in fourth frequency band D are divided by peak value $P$ in
the synthesized waveform of first to third frequency bands A-C, and as represented by a
solid line in Fig. 8, the vibration waveform is normalized (Sl 10).

By the normalization, vibration magnitude in the vibration waveform is
represented by a dimensionless number of 0 to 1. Thus, the detected vibration
waveform can be compared with the knock waveform model regardless of the vibration
magnitude. This can eliminate the necessity of storing a large number of knock
waveform models corresponding to the magnitude of vibrations and thus, facilitates
preparation of the knock waveform model.

As shown in Fig. 8, a timing at which the magnitude of the vibrations becomes
maximum in the normalized vibration waveform, that is, peak position (2), and a timing
at which the magnitude of the vibrations becomes maximum in the knock waveform
model are matched, and in this state, a deviation in absolute value $\Delta S (I)$ between the normalized vibration waveform and the knock waveform model is calculated for each crank angle. Sum $\Sigma \Delta S (I)$ of such $\Delta S(I)$ and value $S$ representing a magnitude of vibrations in knock waveform model that is integrated by crank angle are used to calculate the coefficient of correlation $K = (S - \Sigma \Delta S (I))/S$ (S112). This allows numerical representation of a degree of matching between the detected vibration waveform and the knock waveform model, and hence allows objective determination. Additionally, by comparing the vibration waveform with the knock waveform model, whether the vibrations are attributed to knocking or not can be analyzed from the behavior of the vibrations, such as trend of attenuation of the vibrations.

The product of the calculated coefficient of correlation $K$ and peak value $P$ is divided by the BGL to calculate knock intensity $N$ (S114). Thus, whether the vibrations of engine 100 are attributed to knocking can be analyzed in greater detail, using vibration magnitude in addition to the degree of matching between the detected vibration waveform and the knock waveform model. Here, it is assumed that the product of coefficient of correlation $K$ and the integrated value for $20^\circ$-$25^\circ$ is divided by BGL to calculate knock intensity $N$.

If knock intensity $N$ is larger than a predetermined reference value (YES at S116) a determination is made that engine knocks (S118), and a spark retard is introduced (S120), whereby occurrence of knocking is suppressed.

If knock intensity $N$ is not larger than the predetermined reference value (NO at S116), a determination is made that the engine does not knock (S122), and a spark advance is introduced (S124).

As described above, in the knocking determination device according to the present embodiment, the engine ECU extracts vibrations at first frequency band A, second frequency band B, third frequency band C and fourth frequency band D including first to third frequency bands A-C, from the vibrations detected by the knock sensor. The magnitudes of vibrations included in each frequency band are integrated for a crank
angle of every five degrees. The integrated values of first to third frequency bands A-C that are narrowband are added in correspondence with crank angles, and a vibration waveform of first to third frequency bands A-C is synthesized. A peak value of the integrated values in the synthesized waveform is calculated. Thus, a peak value less affected by noise components can be obtained. Additionally, from the integrated values of the fourth frequency band that is broadband, a vibration waveform of the engine is detected. Thus, a vibration waveform, which includes vibrations attributed to noise components and with which vibrations attributed to knocking and vibrations attributed to noises can easily be distinguished from each other, can be obtained. Based on a result of comparison between such a vibration waveform and the knock waveform model as well as on the peak value of the integrated values in the synthesized waveform of first to third frequency bands A-C, whether knocking occurred or not is determined. Thus, whether knocking occurred or not can be determined with high accuracy, considering whether the waveform and magnitude of vibrations are particular to knocking or not.

It is noted that, in the present embodiment, while the number of frequency bands that are narrowband is three, it may be one, two, or four or more.

Although the present invention has been described and illustrated in detail, it is clearly understood that the same is by way of illustration and example only and is not to be taken by way of limitation, the spirit and scope of the present invention being limited only by the terms of the appended claims.
CLAIMS

1. A knocking determination device for an internal combustion engine, comprising:
   a vibration detecting unit (300) detecting vibrations of an internal combustion engine (100);
   a first extracting unit (200) extracting, from said detected vibrations, vibrations at a predetermined frequency band;
   a second extracting unit (200) extracting, from said detected vibrations,
   vibrations at a frequency band that is broader than said predetermined frequency band;
   a waveform detecting unit (200) detecting a waveform of the vibrations with predetermined crank angle intervals, based on the vibrations extracted by said second extracting unit (200);
   a storage unit (200) storing in advance a waveform of vibrations of said internal combustion engine (100); and
   a determining unit (200) determining whether knocking occurred in said internal combustion engine (100) or not, based on a result of comparison between said detected waveform and said stored waveform as well as on a magnitude of the vibrations extracted by said first extracting unit (200).

2. The knocking determination device for an internal combustion engine according to claim 1, wherein
   said second extracting unit (200) extracts vibrations at a frequency band including said predetermined frequency band.

3. The knocking determination device for an internal combustion engine according to claim 1, wherein
   said predetermined frequency band is specified in a plurality of numbers.
4. The knocking determination device for an internal combustion engine according to claim 3, wherein

said plurality of predetermined frequency bands are identical in bandwidth.

5. The knocking determination device for an internal combustion engine according to claim 1, further comprising:

a first detecting unit (200) detecting a first timing at which the magnitude of the vibrations extracted by said first extracting unit (200) becomes maximum; and

a second detecting unit (200) detecting a second timing at which a magnitude of the vibrations extracted by said second extracting unit (200) becomes maximum, based on said first timing, wherein

said determining unit (200) determines whether knocking occurred in said internal combustion engine (100) or not, based on a result of comparison between said detected waveform and said stored waveform, in a state where said second timing and a timing at which a magnitude of the vibrations becomes maximum in said stored waveform are matched.

6. The knocking determination device for an internal combustion engine according to claim 5, wherein

said second detecting unit (200) detects said second timing, in a range that is set based on said first timing.

7. A knocking determination device for an internal combustion engine, comprising:

means (300) for detecting vibrations of an internal combustion engine (100); first extracting means (200) for extracting, from said detected vibrations, vibrations at a predetermined frequency band;
second extracting means (200) for extracting, from said detected vibrations, vibrations at a frequency band that is broader than said predetermined frequency band; means (200) for detecting a waveform of the vibrations with predetermined crank angle intervals, based on the vibrations extracted by said second extracting means (200); means (200) for storing in advance a waveform of vibrations of said internal combustion engine (100); and determining means (200) for determining whether knocking occurred in said internal combustion engine (100) or not, based on a result of comparison between said detected waveform and said stored waveform as well as on a magnitude of the vibrations extracted by said first extracting means (200).

8. The knocking determination device for an internal combustion engine according to claim 7, wherein said second extracting means (200) includes means for extracting vibrations at a frequency band including said predetermined frequency band.

9. The knocking determination device for an internal combustion engine according to claim 7, wherein said predetermined frequency band is specified in a plurality of numbers.

10. The knocking determination device for an internal combustion engine according to claim 9, wherein said plurality of predetermined frequency bands are identical in bandwidth.

11. The knocking determination device for an internal combustion engine according to claim 7, further comprising: first detecting means (200) for detecting a first timing at which the magnitude of
the vibrations extracted by said first extracting means (200) becomes maximum; and second detecting means (200) for detecting a second timing at which a magnitude of the vibrations extracted by said second extracting means (200) becomes maximum, based on said first timing, wherein determining means (200) includes means for determining whether knocking occurred in said internal combustion engine (100) or not, based on a result of comparison between said detected waveform and said stored waveform, in a state where said second timing and a timing at which a magnitude of the vibrations becomes maximum in said stored waveform are matched.

12. The knocking determination device for an internal combustion engine according to claim 11, wherein said second detecting means (200) includes means for detecting said second timing, in a range that is set based on said first timing.

13. A knocking determination device for an internal combustion engine, comprising:

a knock sensor (300) detecting vibrations of an internal combustion engine (100); and

an ECU (200), wherein said ECU (200) extracts, from said detected vibrations, vibrations at a predetermined frequency band,

said ECU (200) extracts, from said detected vibrations, vibrations at a frequency band that is broader than said predetermined frequency band,

said ECU (200) detects a waveform of the vibrations with predetermined crank angle intervals, based on the vibrations at said frequency band that is broader than said predetermined frequency band,

said ECU (200) stores in advance a waveform of vibrations of said internal
combustion engine (100), and said ECU (200) determines whether knocking occurred in said internal combustion engine (100) or not, based on a result of comparison between said detected waveform and said stored waveform as well as on a magnitude of the vibrations at said predetermined frequency band.
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